
STANDAIID BOOKS.

Gardening: for Profit.

By Peter Henderson. The standard work on markPt ttnAfamily gardening. The successful experience of the autho?for more than thirty years, and hs willingness t^.tenas he does m this work, the secret of his surcpiV?or
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12mo ^ profusely lllusfated. Cloth.

Herbert's Hints to Horse Keepers.
By the late Henry William Herbert (Frank Forester)This Is one of the best and most popular works on thehorse prepared in this country. A complet^ manual fo?horsemen embracing: How to breed a horse; how to buya horse; how to break a horse; how to use a ho^se how
tn^^"^ ^^^'""JT'

^'"^ ^^ I^'^y^'^ ^ horse "allopathy or ho^moeopathy); how to groom a horse; how to dVlve a horse"how to nde a horse, etc. Beautifully Illustrated cJoth.
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Barn Plans and Outbuildinrs.
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Cranberry Culture.

By Joseph J. White. Contents: Natural history, history

Ornamental Gardening: for Americans.
By Ellas A. Long, landscape architect. A treatise onbeautifying homes, rural districts and cfmete?ies APlain and practical work with numerous Illustrations and
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Grape Culturist.

By A. S. Fuller. This {g one of the very best of works
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propagation, culture, etc.. with150_excellent engravings, illustrating plantlnW. tra'rUn^
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